**ELEVATIONS**

- **Nature-type feel, up north lodge architecture**
  - No overhangs and overhangs
  - 2100 sq ft on the neighboring side
  - Elevation is dropped by 3 feet

- **Reference history of Dodge Brothers/acknowledgment of how Walled Lake got its name**

- **Screen building with trees**
  - Planning is ready to be worked on: number of trees being removed.
  - Bending building into environment, use of natural elements – wood and stone.

- ***Library presence in north Novi**

- **Sustainability components of the building**
  - The overall building materials and finishes are sensitive to sustainability and sourced as locally as possible.
  - Natural lighting and the interior and exterior lighting system will have innovative lighting controls and use LED.
  - The interior and exterior paints and finishes will be selected to have low to no Harmful compounds.

- **Add landscaping to building areas.**

- **Incorporate natural elements in design**

---

**IMPLEMENTED**

**NOT IMPLEMENTED**

**ONLY FEASIBLE WITH 9200 SQ. BUILDING**

---

Lakeshore Park

- North elevation (main & lake side)
- West elevation
- South elevation

*No Library Rook*

6200 sq ft option

---